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SOME CONNECTIONS BETWEEN b -CONVEXITY AND d-CONVEXITY
Our terminology concerning the classical convexity follows [9^] and [10] . Let R Generally, if if is a multiplicative family of subsets of a set X, then by if -conv A we denote the intersection of all sets from the family if which contain a given set A^x and we call it ¿f -hull of A. Obviously, X 6 if because X is the intersection of the empty subfamily of if.
If is the family of d-convex sets, then the above hull is called d-hull, and for the family of B-convex sets it is called B-hull. The hulls are denoted by d-conv A and B-conv A.
A multiplicative family £f of jnbsets of X is called (after Q2] and 131) domain finite if if-conv A = = U{£-conv P; ?cA and ? is finite} for any A <=x. -264 -Por the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 we need some auxiliary, definitions and lemmas.
We say that a closed half-space H supporting a convei set CcR n supports C between supporting closed half-spaces H 1 and H 2 of C if H^HgCH.
If JT, ir.,, ir 2 are the bounding hyperplanes of H, H^, H^, respondingly, then we say that ir supports C between T^ and "JT 2 . Obviously, H, H 1 and H 2 (analogically: ir» ir^ and tt 2 ) have a common point of support of C.
If a hyperplane 7T supports a convex set CcR n but TT does not support C between two other supporting hyperplanes, then we say that tt extremally supports C.
f® call tt exwremally supporting hyperplane of C.
Lemma 3.
If a hyperplane ir extremally supports a B-convex set CCR n , then tt is B-convex.
Proof.
We denote by H closed half-spaca bounded by Jr and containing the set C.
Obviously, 7r supports the set Hnaff C. Since if extremally supports C and since C CHn aff C, so ir extremally supports the set H n aff C. The set H naff C coincides with the plané aff C or it is a closed half-plane of the plane aff C.
First, consider the case Hnaff C= aff C. Hence ir extremally supports the plane aff C. This is possible only if the plane aff C is a hyperplane. Therefore TT = aff C. Since C ìb B-convex, so (comp. T6], Theorem 4) aff C is B-convex. Hence 7T is B-convex. Now, consider the case when the set Hn aff C is a closed half-plane. Since jr extremally supports the closed half-plane Hnaff C, either Hnaff CCtf, or Hn aff C is a closed half-space bounded by ir. The case H nax'f Oc or is impossible, because the inclusion implies aff C cjr, and consequently, Hnaff C = aff C in contradiction to the assumption that Hnaff C is a closed half-plane. Hence Hnaff C is a closed half-space bounded by T. Therefore aff C = R n and C is a convex body.
-265 -has the dimension k.. +1 . Since TT extremally supports S j and supports S^ ^ S.., jt extremally supports From j-1<k^n-1 and k.. < k.. +1 we get j < k..^ < ri-1. It results from the above construction that after a finite number m of steps, where m<n, we get a cone S 3K * m which is a B-convex closed body supported by ir and k m = n-1.
Hence S" is a closed half-space bounded by tt * Since the m r " -half-space S is B-convex, in virtue of Theorem 6 in |_6J the hyperplane IT is B-convex.
The above lemma can be easily generalized (without essential changes in the proof) for more general families than the family of B-convex sets. Namely, it can be generalized for Assume that L supports B at a point x and does not extremally support B.
Hem,« L supports the ball B between two other supporting straight lines L^, Lg. Therefore the 1-dimensional subspace LQ, parallel to L, cannot be the topological limit of a sequence of 1-dimensional subspaces parallel to straight lines supporting B at all boundary points except x. Since x 1 is not a regular point of the boundary of B, from Theorem 10 of [6] we get that LQ is not B-convex. The straight line L is not B-convex because it is a translate of LQ. Now,,we pay our attention to dual norms. For any pair of dual norms || || , || |f* in R n we denote by B, B* the balls and by d, d* the induced metrics of the norms.
Obviously, a hyperplane 77 = { x ; <x*,x^> = l} supports the unit ball B if and only if x* lies on the boundary of the dual ball B*. T + is easy to see that a hyperplane TT = = {x; <x*,x> = ij-supports B between supporting h^rperpla-nes 7n, = {x ;<x*,x > -1} and TT2 ={X ;<X*,X> = 1} if and only if x* lies between x* and' x*. Consequently, we get Lemma 5. A supporting hyperplane tt= {X;<X^X> = l} of the unit ball B sxtremally supports B if and only if x* is an extremal point of the dual ball B*. Theorem 2.
If a 1-dimensional subspace of R n is d -convex, then the perpendicular hypersubspace is B-convex. The following theorem results from Remark and Theoréms 1 and 3 (rot 0 denotes the rotation by 90° in R 2 ).
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